Bank Reconciliation Reports
In the example below we are checking the closing cashflow balance per cashflow report at
30/06/11 (as below) against the latest bank statement showing an amount of -£39755.01.

A cashflow report shows the cashbook balance at a given date. To show this figure by Bank
account run the ‘Bank and Cash Summary’ report at the required date.

This figure is also shown in the Trial Balance and Balance Sheet reports.
See below for an extract from the Balance Sheet detailed report.
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This figure will almost certainly be different to the last figure shown on the bank statement
because of payments and receipts entered on Business Manager which have not yet
appeared on the bank statement.
These entries are displayed on the ‘Reconciliation report’ which is found in the report library
on the Banks tab.
In the example below when the closing balance is corrected for unreconciled entries the
final figure on the bank statement will be shown as ‘Closing Statement Balance’.

If the ‘Closing Statement Balance’ as above differs from the figure shown on your latest
entered bank statement we recommend the following procedure.
1. Ensure that all your bank statements are correctly dated and reconciled.
2. Check the ‘Statement Summary’ report in the report library within the ‘Banks’ tab.
The opening summary should display a difference of zero (see below).
If the opening summary difference is not zero check the closing summary at the
bottom of the same report. If the difference is the same then it is likely that an
incorrect opening cashbook balance was entered. This can be corrected by going to
Setup / Opening Balances / Banks and entering the correct amount against the
required bank account.
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3. Check that the middle section of this report does not display anything in the
‘Comment’ column. Any comments showing need to be investigated and if
necessary corrected.
The total of the adjustments column will equal the amount shown in the opening
summary.

4. Have you noticed the following message appearing when reconciling the bank? This
occurs when an entry is reconciled on a date prior to its entry.
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If so check the relevant bank statement and see if the reconciled ‘Entry Date’ is after
the specified date (30/06/11) but the ‘Statement Date’ before the specified date.
(The example below shows an entry reconciled on 30/06/11 but entered on
30/07/11)

The above entry of £47 has caused the ‘Closing Statement Balance’ on the
‘Statement Summary’ report as below to display a figure £47 different to the last
figure on the bank statement (-£39755.01)

Such an entry is likely to have an incorrect ‘Entry Date’ or ‘Statement Date’. This
should be corrected.

5. Is the TB in balance? If not please contact Software support.
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